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Abstract
This paper considers the estimation of ratio of population mean when some observations on study variable and
auxiliary variables are missing in the case of stratified random sampling. Four estimator are presented and their
bias and mean square error are formulated. Here the problem of stratified random sampling in the case of
missing observations for nonlinear random cost with certain probability has been formulated .The formulated
problem minimize the coefficient of variation and determines the best compromise allocation.

1. Introduction
Ratio of two population mean is conventionally estimated by the ratio of corresponding sample mean, if there
some observations are missing than this estimation procedure does not work. The observations are unavailable
because of various reasons such as unwillingness of some selected unit to provide the designed information due to
unknown factors. In this paper we studied a situation in which sampling is done by stratified random sampling
and there are some observations missing on one characteristics at a time. Let us have a data set where (Yh) is an
auxiliary variable in the data and (Xh) are the corresponding auxiliary variables. Then there may be some study
variables for Xh is missing or could not be recorded earlier, while the corresponding values of Yh are available.
Similarly this condition holds for Yh where some values of Yh are unavailable but there corresponding values of
Xh are given.
Toutenburg and Srivastava (1998) consider the estimation of the ratio of population means when some
observations are missing. Four estimators were presented and their bias and mean square error properties were
studied. HHorng-Jinh Chang Kuo-Chung Huang (2001) proposed several estimators for ratio of population means
the presence of missing of some observations. They also make a comparison between different properties of
relative mean square errors to study the efficiency for comparison of superiority among them. Further, some
distribution of random incompleteness is also considered. Kadilar and Cingi (2003) considered some ratio type
estimators and studied their properties in stratified random sampling. Ahmeda Omarand Al-Titib (2005) proposes
some general estimators for finite population variance in presence of random non-response using an auxiliary
variable. They considered all possible cases of non-response, studied properties of those proposed estimators and
compared their performance. We have seen that Toutenburg and Srivastava (1998) considered various ratio type
estimators of population mean, under different situations, when some of the observations on either study variable
or auxiliary variable or both of the observations are unavailable. In this paper we have assumed the same situation
of missing values. We have proposed an estimator which is based on all observations either available or missing
when sampling is done by stratified random sampling.

2. Formulation of Problem
Consider a population of N units partitioned into L disjoint groups called strata's with Nh> 0 in the hth stratum. h =
1,2, 3, …,L. An independent sample of size nh is selected by simple random sampling without replacement from
each stratum N =∑
ℎ. We draw a sample of size nh from each stratum by SRSWOR such that∑
ℎ= .
Let and Wh=Nh/N be the population mean, population variance and known stratum weight of hth stratum
respectively.
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It is assumed that a set of nh - ph -qh complete observations (x1h, y1h),(x2h, y2h),…, (xnh-ph-qh,ynh-ph-qh) on selected
units in sample arecompletely available. Further there are x1*,x2*,…,xp*on ph units in the sample are available but
there corresponding Yh are lost. Similarly a set of qh observations on Yh observations are completely available but
there corresponding values of auxiliary variables are unavailable. Later on, the quantities ph and qh denote the
number of incomplete values selected bySRSWOR. In practice, to increase the precision of an estimate, we have
to increase samplesize. This action will certainly increase the cost of the survey. If we apply an upper bound on
precision or variance (or mean square error, MSE), we can select an optimal sample size by minimizing the
survey cost or vice versa. Let us introduce the following means for samples,
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The following estimator for the ratio can be formulated as;
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The estimator
is based on the complete observations and it is not considering all thepairs of incomplete
observations.
and using incomplete observations only partly.The estimator
considers all the missing or
available observations. It is basically the modified term of estimator proposed by Totenberg and Srivastava (1998)
when samplings done by SRSWOR.Let us make a comparison between the estimators with respect to the criterion
of mean square error. For this purpose, we have the following results derived.
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3. Allocation Using Lexicographic Goal Programming under Simple and Quadratic cost Functions
In many situations, however, a decision maker may rank his or her goals from the most important (goal 1) to least
important (goal m). This is called preemptive goal programming or Lexicographic goal programming and its
procedure starts by concentrating on meeting the most important goal as closely as possible, before proceeding to
the next higher goal, and so on to the least goal i.e. the objective functions are prioritized such that attainment of
first goal is far more important than attainment of second goal which is far more important than attainment of
third goal, etc., such that lower order goals are only achieved as long as they do not degrade the solution attained
by higher priority goal.
When this is the case, lexicographic goal programming may prove to be a useful tool. Number of unwanted
deviations is minimized at each priority level. A goal is set such the increase in variance due to compromise
allocation does not exceed the certain quantity called goal variable. The goal variable in the following nonlinear
programming formulation is defined as dj.
3.1 Simple Cost Function
The simple form of cost function is most appropriate to use when a main part of the costis about measurements of
all units involved. According to Mandal et al.(2008) the simplecost function for strata can be described as follows;
=

+

Where;
C=Total budget available for sample survey.
c0=Expected over head coast.
ch=Measurement cost per unit in hthstratum.
The cost function may be written as:
=

−

=

3.2 Quadratic Cost Function
Let C be the upper limit on the total cost of survey. The problem of optimal sample allocation involves
determining the sample size that minimizes the variances under a specific budget C. In each stratum the linear
cost function is appropriate when the major item of cost is that of taking the measurement on each unit. Including
travel cost between units in a stratum is substantial and mathematical studies indicate that the costs are better
represented by expression nh where th is the travel cost. Assuming this nonlinear cost function we have
=

+

+

The MONLPP of the problem can be written as
Minimize Zj = (CVj2)
Subjectto= ∑
+∑
≤
And=2≤
− −
≤
The application of these models on our proposed study is illustrated by an example solved by using GAMS and R3.0.1-win.exe. While solving a numerical example we have taken phand qh as fixed quantities according to Gorver
(2014), so we must have
=
− ,
=
− and
=
− .
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4. Numerical Examples
6.1 Data 1 [source; www.agcensus.usda.gov]
Y1 ; The Quantity of Corn harvested in 2010.
Y2 ; The Quantity of Soya been harvested in 2010.
X1 ; The Quantity of Corn harvested in 2009.
X2 ; The Quantity of Soya been harvested in 2009.
Here,
Here , = 24475.16 and = 5012.424
It is assumed that total cost of survey is C0 = 50
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4.1Results

Table (6.1) shows the results of coefficient of variation of all estimators under both simpleand quadratic cost
function. Optimum allocation according to Z2 provide smaller CV,s thanZ1. The values of CV's are larger because
of variation in the data set .The CV comparisonshows in Data that the estimator considering missing observations
have smaller CV than simple stratified estimator . Under Quadratic cost function we obtain smaller values
ofCVs in comparison of simple cost function. We have represented the optimum allocation forsample sizes for all
the estimators using auxiliary variables in stratified random sampling incase of partial missing and complete
missing observations on both Y and X.As the samplesize increases for each stratum the value of coefficient of
variation decreases.
4.2 Discussion
We have considered the problem of estimating the ratio of population means when observations on some selected
units in the sample drawn according to stratified random samplingand each unit is selected from the strata by
SRSWOR on either Xh characteristic or Yh characteristic but not are missing at the same time. Accordingly, we
have simple estimatorfor the population ratio.The estimator is based on all the complete as well as incomplete
pairs of observations. Properties of estimator are analyzed with respect to thebias and mean squared error criteria
using the large sample approximation. The problemis represented as multi-objective integer nonlinear
programming in which the objective is to minimize the coefficient of variation under simple cost function and
quadratic cost function.Also we have compared the results obtained by both cost function and we have noticed
what difference has produced by the changing of cost function .We have used thesecondconstraint and restricted
constraint to avoid over sampling because we need an integersample size for practical purpose.
4.3Future Studies
This study may further be extended to
 The proposed compromise allocation can be addressed when there are two or more than two auxiliary variables.
 Estimators and proposed allocation can be developed for multivariate stratified sampling , double sampling and
two phase sampling.
 This procedure can be used under probabilistic cost function, general cost function and polynomial cost
function.
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